Evaluating the perfusion of occupying lesions of kidney and bladder with contrast-enhanced ultrasound.
To evaluate the clinical diagnostic value of contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) for occupying lesions of kidney and bladder. CEUS was performed for a total of 50 kidney and bladder occupying lesions in 47 cases, and CEUS manifestations of these lesions were observed and analyzed. Patterns of dynamic changes in perfusion phases of CEUS were summarized and compared with results of postoperative pathology, enhanced computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and follow-ups. CEUS results showed that there were 22 cases of malignant renal tumors, 11 cases of benign lesions, two cases of renal column hypertrophy, and 12 cases of malignant bladder tumors (15 lesions). Renal cell carcinoma exhibited various CEUS manifestation, with the majority showing fast filling and hyper-enhancement. CEUS manifestation of renal hamartoma was characterized by slow filling and slow outflow. Renal cystic lesions always exhibited no enhancement within the cysts. Renal column hypertrophy exhibited the same enhancement pattern as the renal cortex. CEUS manifestation of bladder carcinoma was mainly characterized by quick filling, quick outflow, and hyperenhancement. CEUS offers real-time observation of perfusion in occupying lesions of kidney and bladder, but the enhancement pattern of kidney occupying lesions was complex; therefore, combination of enhanced CT, MRI, and CEUS may be necessary.